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PRESS RELEASE 
 

HRM releases CBSE Handbooks 

CBSE is committed for capacity building of its teachers/principals and quality 

improvement of its services for students and schools. In continuation of 14 Handbooks 

released in October-November 2019, the honourable HRM Dr Ramesh Pokhriyal 

released the following today: 

 

1. '21 Century Skills Handbook' – This Handbook has been 

prepared to make individuals aware of 21st century skills and help 

them in learning different life skills to cope up with adversities. This 

handbook is available on the CBSE website at following link: 

http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/Manuals/21st_Century_Skill_Handbook.p

df  

  

2. A Handbook for Principals: This handbook has been 

released for principals to help them get acquainted with their roles 

& pursue excellence in their job. This Handbook unravels the day-

to-day areas of work and answers many queries related to the 

professional lives of CBSE School Principals. It also contains a 

self-evaluation framework for self-assessment by 

Principals.  Details  are available on website link: 

http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/Manuals/Principals_Handbook.pdf  
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3. Self-Learning Material for Newly Affiliated Schools: CBSE 

has prepared a detailed self-learning material to make newly 

affiliated schools aware about the systems/workings of the 

board to assist them in understanding CBSE mandate, 

requirements, procedures and tasks to be done. Schools may 

view the following link to resolve their queries: 

http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/Manuals/Being_in%20CBSE_V-7pptx.pdf  

 

4. Handbook on Cyber Safety:  Delving into digital lives of 

youngsters, through exercises, the Handbook on Cyber Safety 

for students aims to comprehensively cover all aspects of 

literacy and safety. The aim of the Handbook is to engage 

students in learning about responsible online behavior, their 

rights, freedoms and responsibilities along with basic awareness 

about personal security and safety. The Handbook also contains 

ready resources for students to go to, in order to get tools and 

material to learn more about digital literacy and online safety. 

Designed for students of secondary and senior secondary schools, the handbook 

presents quick tips and takeaways for their day-to-day online use. The objective of the 

handbook is to make youngsters more aware, better informed and responsible in 

navigating the cyberspace. This is available on link 

http://cbseacademic.nic.in/web_material/Manuals/Cyber_Safety_Manual.pdf  

 
 

 
 

 
 

(Anurag Tripathi) 
Secretary, CBSE 
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